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Introduction and extension
to use the Font
(Fonts)
By Laval Chabot
To develop good crops in the world with 

popular scientific literature, including 

the principles and lessons of these new 

opportunities in international alphabets.
An overview ordinal arithmetic: I went to 

the first hundred, seventh decade, sixth 

language to be included. And the first ten 

thousand, the third mile, seventh hundred, 

eighth and seventh decade character. 

(This calculation ordinal.)
You may feel that this book is almost all 
poorly written, or uncorrected, but here's 

why: the audio sounds which ones we use to 

talk, have not seemed all well represented 

in the lines we badly learned to read and 

write at grade school, and each of which, 

each, a ill-gotten mostly by bad habits 

that our teacher (s) forced us to practice, 

to adopt as probable. For lessons and 

homework required of a very bad 

ignorance, yes. cassions we head to 
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assimilate them as they were shown.
Well, if the letters are supposed to 

represent the sounds we use to talk, we 

should first study how sounds behave in 

their natural wave linearity, to be clearly 

seen, for example with computer software 

connected to our microphone. Then we must 

strive to respect the principles when we 

transcribe speech sound or not in writing. 

Particularly about the way that spreads 

the sound: not vicious circles, no 

stuttering, Cross dead or cemeteries. 

Then we do the transcription based in large 

part on what already exists, not to lose the 

reason.
It all sounds are actually vibrations of 

the air. Animals, like Grizzly operate their 

sound function by breathing through the 

gut of the trachea through which air 

passes, originated in the lung bases, 

pushed by contractions of the diaphragm. 

The air is then compressed by the rapid 

beating of the vocal cords in a volume 

equalized by a thought, an intention, an 

intonation that precede them, control them 
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and supporting them, to finally exit 

through the mouth or nostrils. It is the 

shape of the sound produced by any animal 
(e), this including us, the human (e) s, 

Humanima (e) s or hominid (e) s.
Sound
Sounds edible grain, meanwhile, is 

collected by machines wheel of human 

origin, or by hand, or not equipped sickles, 

then they are bagged with or without a 

vegetable oil with the flour for 

consumption, for satiety, and allow good 

combustion digestive lighter.
Using the same hose that passes through 

the breathing and the sounds are produced 

when there is a subdivision where the plant 

foods which we speak, (id est: the bran, 

for example), pursue a different route to 

be compressed by in gastric and intestinal 
peristalsis and biological combustion, as 

the volume of the appetite of people, 

leveled by the thought of the previous meal 
and provided with the infinite abundance 

that surrounds us so wholesome, 

nonviolent and absolute.
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All fresh, plant sources, is not dead. He 

is alive, and that, even in our intestines. 

So there is no murder to eat instead of 

animals. This kind of exclusive food puts 

us in touch with life only, and its pure 

state. Sound grain is living or non-death 

in each cell or each cell as you say.!
Audible sound!

As it has not yet been scientifically 

proven that in a tight space and air space, 

or in space, we could calculate the speed 

of sound, that is to say without oxygen 

circulation, we do not venture too far into 

this unknown area.
Instead, we must reflect the principles of 

sound propagation in the calligraphy of the 

sounds we use in our environment, in other 

words, fonts. We can paraphrase and say 

that silence is death sound. But rather say 

that it consists of vibrations of a 

frequency so low that we can not perceive. 

Yes. Take as an instrument of music that 

would be left in its case, take over a light 
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bulb always off, never connected, or even 

a valve still closed, a heater to "off", or 

if you wish, a thought that n expresses 

well what ever it means. A car in the 

garage, something that does not work, 

basically inert.
Consider also a useful object that was cut 

into two or more parts, dismantled or doll, 

or an electrical or electronic husked which 

were separated parts, or four pints of milk 

caps with holes, or a computer self -
destructive, which neither the designers 

nor the manufacturers nor the users would 

never planned nor wanted such an option on 

him, well, I'll tell you, none of these things 

can produce only one sound, one 

movement, or a single light by themselves. 

They are objects "dead" or useless 

lifeless.
So when we write, we should not "draw" a 

letter or a sound that returns to its 

starting point. Because this would lock 

eyes on the vision of a vacuum, the 

description of a sound that does not spread 

very much like in the real air, without 
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turning back. As shown in the window of an 

oscilloscope to the computer. Because the 

sound is a vibration that spreads from its 

point of origin at the speed of 340 meters 

per second in an environment such as 

exists in most populated places of the 

globe.
Similarly, a seed or seed crushed, broken 

or rotten or dead as they say, can not 

germinate, make a sprout, grow, bloom or 

bear fruit, then give either a seed 

surrounded by its envelope commonly 

called sound (eg wheat) seed, or as fruit, 

and generations.
Move it to sound. It's making sounds, 

noises, music. It also give meaning to 

sounds, noises, voices and music that we 

do. From the smallest insect to the elephant 

(s), to the beat of the heart that is 

smaller, to the hearts of whales (s) blue, 

all these hearts that beat started with 

eggs before being to have had a little blood, 

yellow and red (or blue a bit). And so are 

we.
When we write, we draw calligraphic signs 
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that are supposed to express sounds. Now 

if we know that audible sounds are not 

dumb, why the letters of the alphabet (the 

Latin West, for example) they have 

several signs indicate that the 

configurations we sometimes stuffy and 

confined space, sometimes represented 

separated by two signs for a single letter, 

or sometimes two or more signs that 

intersect in breaking and expressing the 

well-known symbol of death? I will not seek 

good reasons for these shortcomings. 

Instead, I will explain that a tool such as a 

spectrometer or oscilloscope digital audio 

shows us that no sound of the voice is 

double or blocked, and none are broken.
I noticed however that most computer 

programmers oscilloscopes have wrongly 

placed the line that contains the silence in 

their window. I congratulate those who put 

down because we have seen above, where 

the "silence" is around us, it's downstairs 

in the soil or earth.
More than the curve of a wave on water, 

the sound wave oscillates and carries the 
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intensity of the vibration sound from the 

source to far in radii of three hundred 

sixty-two degrees so as to both straight 

and true at the same time that spiral. 

Similarly, in the air, although invisible, 

sound waves propagate, and like water, 

they never come back unless you hit an 

obstacle like a wall, a wall, n 'matter what 

solid object on which they are refracted, 

bounced as a new source, more weakly, 

however. As the light is reflected in a 

mirror, if you will find a comparison that 

helps us to understand the thought that I 
submit.
Also, sounds are "reflected" or refracted 

on earth. In making this observation, I 
simply applied the principle that the 

scripts should not fall below this 

ligne._________________
________ representing the silence 

of the earth.
The schematic drawing of the sound waves 

look like this: ∿

So finally we are able to see the absurdity 

of a majority of these signs of the alphabet 
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that are obsolete (they are not all) sound 

incongruous principles. You agree, 

writers and scribes of ancient times did 

not have these modern tools of the art 

computer audio recordings that make us 

such great service. These devices have 

allowed us to visualize what happens in the 

drawing, or representation of movement of 

the vibration of every noise, every cry, or 

speech or music, in short, anything that 

has a calculable volume audible decibels.
But now that we have verified these 

claims, we can no longer open to us to make 

further mistakes as there are in all the 

international literature. These defects 

have been too disastrous consequences 

for all designs, féflexes evilly acquired 

learning of non-controlled free expression 

and nonviolent thought from the 

literatures of all countries.
In schools, many good wishes were 

disgusted by the poor visual and textual 
expressions from the language and 

behavior of students first, then adults who 

subsequently were corrupted by providing 
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their daily expression absurd sum of 

inconsistencies.
The process that led to my thinking on the 

relationship of characters with sounds 

audible occurred over many years. First, 

by simple awareness of the negative 

energies that emerged due to write with a 

pencil or pen, and in texts in general. I 
recognized that the current bad 

characters, and there are forty and one in 

French, which I quote below, pushing our 

thoughts to be very poorly represented, 

and we discard many have positive 

reflections, good literary sources, 

becoming far too unproductive (and 

barren), the shortcomings and absurdities 

of signs intended to represent the speech 

sounds of our words, our speech, our words 

and our short or long speeches, what 'they 

are not able to do.
In a second step, I took the pencil, pen and 

pen to see how much repair alphabets. 

French first. I started writing in notebooks 

writing exercises in a new way, with 

subjects like everything I came to mind. 
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These new methods corresponded finally 

much more acoustic sound science. I 
realized while writing and reading of my 

books of great relief. I felt relieved and my 

mind gradually lighter as I continued.
On the meantime, I became very clever ... 

(Joke) From the beginning of July 2.008, I 
resolved to become a vegetarian. A kind of 

vegan or vegetarian. I call it in several 
ways. Being a "végétuerien" for example.
And I threw away everything I had chilled 

meat, frozen or canned. I stopped buying 

eggs, and all products containing it. 

Although I was sick two or three times over 

a year from eating egg noodles without 

knowing all to well done, I do not buy fish or 

meat, ever. I had, I threw them. More than 

crustaceans or molluscs, either. That's 

why I became very clever ... (Laughs) In 

fact, I am also so much smoother that not 

only do I not kill anything, no animal or 

living being, but only so I encourage 

anyone paying them to kill them in advance 

or not . This also means, more leather, or 

couches, or belts, or shoes or bags, 
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wallets or leather, so no more deaths in my 

life.
If it's going to discourage you, like me, 

you say that I avoid the war that humans 

have begun to Heaven once. External war 

and war gut. I avoid the conflict of 

swallowing dead animals that could not 

defend itself against the war butchers who 

were suffering, and avoid the blows of 

clubs and they they killed the eggs too. 

Their lives in flesh and bones were put to 

death, destroyed in a manner infuriating. 

Their consumption is not something other 

than the institutionalized obsession. 

Cannibalism is applied to the animals.
The page I turned to this subject is, and 

remains throughout both irreversible and 

irrevocable. And to quote a popular singer, 

"You know, you are what you m'angez." You 

know, you Are What You Eat. "© John 

Lennon.
This has an intimate relationship with the 

alphabets opportunities in this way, in a 

third step, I implemented using the 

computer to build this font as you see here.
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On a final period of six months, so I 
searched almost daily in the Character 

Viewer program that came with my computer 

operating letters the most appropriate, 

either the roughest of imitation sound 

scientific consonants and vowels in a 

palette world by not trying to make visual 
art, ideographic either, but by applying 

myself to replicate as closely as possible 

what I had already established principles in 

my books as textbooks.
After this research in all sorts of 

characters and international codes, I 
managed to produce a new range of 

personal characteristics. To accomplish 

this, I still owed for a period of time put 

into office by a method known as the 

"replacement character" in word 

processors. I found it quite tedious, then 

one day or another I found a way to have it 

available directly to the keystroke. At 

that time, the immediate transcription of 

my new script was much shorter to write, 

or to put on the screen. But the visual 
harmony and inequalities of this process 
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were not encouraging anyone. It will be 

even better I thought, when the keyboard 

itself will display the buttons on all new 

signs of Végésignes characters, 

numbers, vowels and consonants.!
The discovery of the letter T!

And here is the value I attach to the first 

letter which was the beginning of all this 

great process of all this great upheaval 
that I implemented. He explained in the 

first letter of Aeolus and Alves in the Book 

of Kids (Young Aise or Genesis in the Bible) 

c., 1
I quote verses 136 to 141, the previous 

verses are fairly well known:!
136. Then Aeolus and Alves said, Let us 

make man in our image, after our likeness 

and let them have dominion over the fish of 

the sea, the birds, the livestock, over all 
the earth and over every creeping that 

creeps on the earth.
137. Aeolus and Alves begat man in his 
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image, they engendered in the image of 

Aeolus and Alve they begot man and woman.
138. Aeolus and Alves's blessed, and 

Aeolus and Alves said to them: Be fruitful 
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and 

then put in t (and submit it. Indeed, they 

were trying to show them how to write);
and have dominion over the fish of the sea, 

the birds of the air and over every living 

thing that moves upon the earth.
139. And Aeolus and Alves said, Behold, we 

give you every plant yielding seed which is 

upon the face of the whole earth and every 

tree in its fruit of a tree yielding seed: it 

is your food. (And I give to every plant and 

every tree when up to them to feed on water 

and minerals in the soil. This will be their 

food.) (Pictured here is the exclusion and 

the ban that have carnivorous plants with 

the fig tree that is the subject of original 
sin.)
130. And to every beast of the earth and all 
the birds of the sky, and everything that 

creeps on the earth, wherein there is 

breath of life, we give every green plant 
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for food. And it was so.
141. Aeolus and Alves saw everything they 

had made, and it was very good. And there 

was evening and there was morning, was 

the one hundredth, forty-first day.!VEGESIGNES
The Decalogue is also well 
informed on this point. In the 
first ten amendments to the 
seventh unit, it is written:!

⚡ 
Thou shalt not kill.!

The "végévorism" (vegetarian without 

meat, figs, milk, eggs, leather or fish, 

should be vegan, or vegetalian) is 

therefore required. As for non-
carnivorous plants, animal or human is the 

observed death or termination of life is not 

the same offense. Non-carnivorous plants 

do not stop living because of the murders. 

While living things, though. Whose suicide 

is murder by ingestion carnivores.
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The old signs alpha(betic)s are lowercase 

in the first hundred, the third decade and 

the fifth error in French, I can not 

reproduce on principle, but I have 

corrected below by the same principle: So 

here they are well adjusted:
î ï aàâbdeèéêëfgi joôpqtùûüx
Those who are not clogged or broken, and 

without accents or dots per unit cut and 

which do not fall under the line, good 

lowercase letters are already known to the 

first hundred, the second and third decade:
c h k l m n r s u v w y z
We thus see that the signs should not be 

blocked, broken or interrupted, or double or 

triple shots. To be valid, they must show 

that the opening necessary for the 

passage of the breath sound is also 

transcribed visually. They are now visible 

signs that the sounds of our hearts, our 

breath and our voice out there. You can see 

now by reading this book.
Physically and scientifically sound can 

not intersect. They are not double hits. In 

this case, we would pronounce the two 
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sounds. In addition, we have no obligation 

under pain of death to represent us 

ceaselessly through letters or abortions 

or the torture they inflicted deadly to 

animals as well as you can imagine, or 

humans in the past, by depriving them 

forever to produce sounds. Let them think 

they are spoken or, as the good principle of 

"sound = sign" remains. We also need to 

design to writing good sound match the 

curve in that almost everyone has seen an 

oscilloscope or a spectrometer found in 

laboratories or medical science audio.
∿

And remain calm in moments of reads and 

writes.
According to these pricipes, the old 

capital are made in their first hundred third 

ten errors, plus one, but here they are well 
adjusted and without errors:
AÀÂBDÉÈÊËÎ ÏOÔPQRTÙÛÜX
When accented characters are, we have 

to glue the accents one by one on each 

letter. In my humble opinion, it is always 

best to match them with this principle, if 
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you follow me.
Therefore, the good old capitals we have 

learned are made at the first hundred, ten 

second, sixth:
CEFGHIJKLMNSUVWZ!!

Four rules to follow!
1- The baseline represent the 

ground where the grass grows and all the 
plants. The sound cannot be spread inside 
the soil or the Earth. The word we use to 
think and to talk and for writing and 
reading are made from our learning of the 
sounds of the voice transmitted by our 
parents first, then at school and 
neighbors. The sounds are spread in the 
gas that composes the atmosphere, part 
Nitrogen, part Oxygen and Ozone. The 
sounds are there free to travel, making 
oscillate the molecules in the air we 
breathe. I conclude that we must avoid to 
write letters or parts of them under the 
baseline.

2-In English literature there is 
very few accented letters. I mean the 
letter i. But in many other literature 
there is much more accented letters. 
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When you're pronouncing the letter i in 
many word you currently use, you may 
realize that it is only one sound emitted 
and transmitted by your voice. So, I 
conclude, and for all accented letters in 
the world within all literatures wide, that 
we should and may avoid to separate any 
accent from it's basic letter.

3-When the sound of your voice is 
transiting the air in front of you and all 
around, it is going forward, in all 
directions (except in the ground). You 
cannot run after your own sound that you 
have emitted before to struck it with an 
additional sound glued over. The sound 
speed in normal conditions is some 364 
meters by second. You probably heard 
once the sonic bang of an airplane jet 
passing nearby. This jet has over emitted 
his own sound. This is the reason of his 
sonic bang. But when we are talking, 
slowly, we must be calm usually. I 
conclude now that we must and should 
always avoid to struck any line of a 
letter we have previously written.

4-The sound we use for talking 
probably impressed the first writers as 
they looked at the mouth articulating. But 
as you write on an "o" or any circled 
letter, this is for our ears to hear. Our 
ears cannot see the form of the mouth 
saying an "o". Instead they are 
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stimulated by the single line of the 
soundwave like in an oscilloscope. I 
conclude that we must avoid to make 
circles in our writings.

!Sharpen your pencils, or keyboards, and 

good luck!!!
Ever since my first years at primary 

school, I realized after watching an 
oscilloscope function, the CRT technique 
allowed us now to "see" how to behave 
speech sounds and all the others, sounds 
that had always been invisible, except to 
see changes in our mouths, our lips and our 
tongues.

With the vibration wave form that we 
then discovered I was put on the track to 
change the letters or characters to 
reflect the principles that the oscilloscope 
reveals about the propagation of sound. 
And these three principles are simple 
telling.!

1 ° The horizontal line is silent. This 
means that within our sound environment, 
since any horizontal line represents the 
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lowest frequency, like land or the ground 
where we stand, we need to change as much 
as possible the characters in order to 
faithfully reflect this principle that the 
lowest and down line into our writings must 
include comprising the primary, and as a 
first example, the letter "t".!

Afterwards, we must make an absolute 
corresponence of this silent down line to 
all written characters. So we must modify 
all existing characters that are showing 
features downward below the normal line of 
writing.!

2° The sounds path never goes back to 
it's starting point. They are the engines of 
the time. They are still advancing.

So, characters that involve circles or 
semicircles must all be unblocked or 
opened.!

3° The distinct sounds of the other ones 
never shows two curves sounds for a 
single one, on the oscilloscope. Each 
distinct sound is a vibration that is only 
different from the next sound that does not 
resemble to the other.!
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So, characters with separated points 
or seconded accents must all be changed. 
All these points and accents must be 
written as part of the specified character 
and must be stuck.	  !!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
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Poetic section!
The english corner!

My name is Laurel Shüner, I’ve been 

searching, researching, receiving. For 

the truth wherever it may be should be bet 

found to do too
I’ve been diving into the seas; I’ve been 

running down in disease. Crushing across 

the snow-way; Well bit by the rain
Cooking the rice and have "envie d'rire". 

Cope I got my hope; Blessed I be in the sons 

you gave to me. Until I climbed up the 

mountain to the mouth of Noah. Where I got 

the conscious power upon myself, and 

groupies,
And it ease very tough / to stick and step 

out the Orchs
My mouth issue my hives like the laws has 

been dislected
My words has in flowers love for my sons' 
ones
A.D's abus I fell tall upon the floor for two 

extreme times
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my head wounded. This was not the end of 

the world
And I dreamed my wife all in an Isle, God
Before I continue and live it in, and us, 

with you
Just preparing having two hands doing the 

best l and is to be like the bee under the 

Greatness of Thee
And the worst is vanished to nothing
And it disappears forever
Because the children shout to God’s ears
The joy wishes, for tomorrow, and 

tomorrow.!
Poor Straight Poor
Wish you want us on a sunday
Full of the orchestrated air
Full in the sun, fully in the country
Where it smells fresh fruit
Food for the poor
Food for the people
There is at day more
Like an eagle eager to preserve
The natives and the strangers
There is many nations divided
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One where life is sacred
The other wants to kill
When they will ever 

Get out of jail
What they want is what they are
The nations are divided
Half wants life
The other wants murder
When will they ever be united
Who knows
Who wants
My mind is wandering around
Please tell me
Who will piss us what strenght we want?
When I was young I tried to explain myself 

When I got older I've been into ruin for long
How much alchools I drank to forget
The bleeding of humanity will it set
To command such an inconscious goal?
Why are you united if half of you disagree
To the seventh commandment of the Lord
That is not to kill
Oh, will you,
Won't you
Learn the moment of dirt in clear
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Words are forest to indicate the higher
Pray for the poor
Pray for the loosen
Pray for all children that have one loosen
Pray for all animals
Their father, their brother or sister, Oh!
Pray! Straight for the Poor.!
Well you see what I’d like to be
Not a liar but a sender
For the still true love that is pure in my soul!
Behaviour formula
Please answer fully perfectly and 

harmlessly your soul with true marvellous 

testimonies of your life to the following 

sentences :
1. What about the good and the 

well
2. What about the true and your 

heart
3. What about the joy and your 

friends
4. As soon as since you had to 

deal with difficulties, how did 
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you learnt to resolve them 

into solutions
5. What about your bright ideas 

and those darker!
Shane's a know-know
Formed to the far west over-seas Too fine 

great cedar
Shine's a know-know
Even the night passed,
Into the little bed,
The half-night,
We got asleep,
Ongirlighten to the snow
Glued us the i,
So goes on us the life,
Like in the time
Suits killed,
At the foot of the bed,
Waiting to awake
Shaded carresses,
Mass shelters,
Strenght to inside
Geyser I serve,
I press the spine,
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I  rythm with you
Checker board 

Of the days of fools, 

Pass his turn,
A tower that watches,
For avoiding the brawl,
Crawl to fate
A gentle fox,
Horses at the air,
Straight to the universe
Lovings, by hundred,
This is not enough,
Kids awaiting to get families
Disappointing fog,
Road for the nectar,
Butterfly of sovereign
Lighthouses of remember,
Far away, storm saying 

Wolcoming,
Bleeding over woundings, 

The cheeks of her,
White tears,
Child of ours, 

Road in stack,
Body alive.
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ChizWhiz,    

Pik-nik
Pim!
History for my ears
Absent of any fears
Finally I help sound
I speak to the flow of my mind
Even before one 

Of the days passed,
Talked about my life,
Like in the time!

IN CASE OF FIRE!
Meter, Ho! Hello meet youp! hand me 

dollin’s 

Nobody to present to you, only me
My barbers didn’t come,
My shavers didn’t apply,
Despite all ingredients are on to bite,
In the same bedroom where I slept 1,857 of 

times.!!!
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Chorus:
- We supply a book for reading
- All the words must have been written
- Everyone’s cloth have been thrown out
- And be asked for a bounce once more

-With the lover shun discretion assured
✤!
When you stop ’n take your poison pills
Something is written on the label of the jar
If you go to bed 

And let them asleep you
While the stove is still heating
And if you can’t detect
You may cause the house get into fire
An example that may occur to yourself
Please be careful!
Get first outside in case of fire
Before telling it to your insurance broker
Before calling 911
Before writing it on your Facebook wall!!!!!
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The first row of the scriptures that the One 

gave to man upon the stone was written 

with the head upside down because he was 

floating in the air. The second row was the 

negative view
Of the first, according to human state 

of knowledge. It was fully lighten like a 

photograph film, because the human was 

more able to understand under his 

barbarian way of living. Now, we are 

hearing about ghostly germs. Suicidal 
commandos against too proud towers, they 

think. The bad had corrupted your TV sets. 

Men talking pink for pinky duties; not too 

hard would you say... 

What that they’re doing does’nt 

deserve the   ° word “work”. They are 

attempting to humanity’s hope for life. 

They look like loving children, but they are 

afraid of the responsabilities it carries 

with: tough and sweating work. They had 

destroyed for themselves the natural 
attraction between man and woman. Their 

guiltyness is plotting a riot to do the same 

over all mankind.
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Activism!
This is unaffordable for the most part of 

the people to look forward in further 

economic prices for either hydrogen or 

electric powered vehicles now.
As well as prices dear Fleshes for meat, 

fish, hunting and eggs.
Cows are killed and badly treaten in 

many farms. Goats, ducks, hens, gooses, 

turkeys and sheeps too. Take care and 

protect all crustacees because they are 

cleaning the seas properly. We need also 

all insects, all of animal mobile and static 

living, all of them alive, and all of us 

alive! Will it take long to understand that 

you need to work just because that you are 

punished for having eaten animals? And 

you are punished just because you were 

eating meats. That was your punishment 

and the final issue, if you are obstinated 

and if you go on this way, is your death. 

This is justice for the castigation of the 

animals and their foetus eggs (the birds) 

you have eaten.
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Move! Soon! Right now! Take your 

decision. Vegan’s life is waiting for you. 

Don't kill any animal. And you will be 

granted.!
Ancient days!

If you don’t understand your religion 

it’s because you just didn’t meet Ford or 

Edison. Peace for the true love is well and 

working out properly. The ware was wet, 

dew upon the feathers of the dove. Were 

sticks of jail's windows you find for the 

chained men under arrest. They found their 

spirit free and they learnt to raise. From 

the tiny V spark pointing upward the 

sleeping ones. To come up to the true life; 

and they did, and they were rosen. Fulfilly 

they will learn to listen; some seals to be 

broken; the beast raged, but the man is 

ready to say it is only without importance, 

we don't have to be worried. This is only the 

unseen, unnoticed roars of insane 

monsters, in the ancient days tragedy.!
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Artist's proof!
Do am I the one who will tell you the cost 

of your woman’s shoes ? This is not gold 

she needs. Will your familiy further have to 

live hard poverty years through? Whilst 

questions seems so deviant, that tears in 

two parts your identical critic, will they 

try to beat your rest out for compromising 

prejudices in encounters ? Unmeets in 

less obsess ways your day life. More for 

your dreams all nights... Use to know in 

the good ones to remember. 

Some days have all dots; you must have 

a friend, unless you will will that he dies, 

without sort of things that are necessary 

to live. Must I have to say that he is a good 

one, like a sort of us, because, in 

american ways: - Do you insist to receive 

what you give for ? - Right, I know, indeed, 

you do so. Exchange in services are 

sometimes really unevaluable. - He will 
give you back the honest occupation you 

will give him. - Bill you an oat bowl for the 

restaurant’s breakfast on Plaza Platt 
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Staff. Toasts for the evening. Ivory Flay 

Sheer. Longlife friendship is beginning... 

Stay online, Keep care in, Nothin’ to 

loose. Borings have lies.
Sir Laurel Shüner is coming up from the 

drive-in’s theatre. Far away, a shrine’s 

covent,  Its gardens in roseraies are as 

the beauties on countdown off to Terra by 

the colour they shine. Give him a peace of 

chance. Introduce thee within his mind: he 

wears soul. Life’s in its infinite glory 

shelts with a beam of consciousness, the 

knowledge is like a powder on the roast, a 

sand paper not to sit on, nor a poodle to 

talk to.
Origins

Work is a kind of punishment for 

mankind because mankind had learned to 

kill. And mankind was eating the product of 

his murders.
The first known murdered animal was a 

fly, a pollinisator, the blastophagus, for 

the figs trees wich have carnivorous 

false-fruits. Mankind is prevented to 

avoid eating animals.
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If Mankind didn't understand, it is why 

mankind is working and studying to learn 

this.!
A novel

A trip to Orion!
        Jump on your turbo BMW.... Avoid the 

fly, turn to take your darling off and to 

make her hear your motorcycle, riding like 

a see-saw until the launching base’s 

road. Stop before the starship. Get in. 

Take a seat. Fasten your seat belts. Rise 

up your commands. Push down deflectors. 

Push full forward nous your fuel level for 

the reactors, Check all engines and 

motors, Set ready your ejectable jacket, 

Get much vibrated by the launch of your 

new space-craft. Be prepared to face up 

the unknown, Set your mind up in grace to 

meet the most horrible monsters of the 

universe. The reactors engines are 

stopping. 

It took only a few time. You're now in non-
gravity environment. Let the vessel  go 
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nous under its best acquired speed. Are 

you really sure that you are moving? Take 

a look outside of the cockpit. Is there 

anything disquiet coming in front of  your 

nacelle’s path ? No compliments for the 

questionning. This would have been an 

award for the doubt, and a dishonour to the 

truth. 

Nothing there.
        Now that you have so far to go, for the 

first time you will be awakening the 

myterious possibilities of your most recent 

invention. That is much of your spending 

time to work for the last two years to go by. 

You see moon, and you remember how many 

lots of earth's water she moves into the 

tides, twice daily. The mathematicals 

formulas about all of what you learn from 

the very begining courses at school and 

especially those about the discover of 

concentrating magnetic energy are 

dashing into your thoughts, prepraring you 

to keep away from an   iy little mistake nor 

big error. 
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        Then the story that did you life, the 

flaggy star of the Great King, his faith and 

his courage, the artistic gifts of his 

firstly talents nous the harp with the 

poetic psalms sung for the healing of a bad 

king's bursts of anger, all this, the holy 

history surrounds your personnality, 

builted your own talents, your own 

strenght and courage, and gives you the 

tremendous faith and the good will either 

within yourself to make your mind clear and 

within the good results that you previously 

have noted with the testings of the 

prototyped module.
        

   The "Amplifier of Amplitude & Magnitude 

Magnetic Power for Equilibrated 

Interstellar StarShip by PathSource 

Switcher Radio Line Channel Grounding Like 

Connexion" (AAMMPEISPSRLCGLC - "so 

weird!") is ready to operate.!
Your starting point out of the solar 

system is the Octans constellation. You 

have good news about lifeable groups of 
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planets in almost a short distance. The 

source of incoming energy is set upon 

Orion, wich you pick. The analysis screen 

shows the Orion's degree of magnetism. You 

make the settings to connect a thin radio 

line with this. 

You struck "harmonise". You type an 

option to channelise this connexion. Inside 

this new channel, you enter now an amount 

of magnetism transferring capacity. You 

are rushing. Keep quiet. The numbers have 

an exponential value of -23. You must 

increase them up to exponential  +74  in 

order to book the other end of the 

connexion, wich, it's understood, is your 

space-craft. This high exponential 
setting is consecutive to the long 

distance. Remember: you must send the 

amplifying factor for the amount of 

magnetic energy transfer up to the highest 

desired speed unto the outside shield 

location of your ship, and not for the inside 

of the ship, no more than upon the Orion's 

source. !
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Now you test the line. If a good 

connexion is established, the guide screen 

will draw the curve of your route between 

all obstacles of any resourced kind: 

magnetic shield around planets, 

asteroïds, radiations, cosmic clouds, 

floating ice, comets, erratic blocks of 

any direction they may take, areas of 

nonsense that could lost the vessel and his 

passengers and hostility warnings. 

        Then it works! Meanwhile, the cathodic 

graphic sketch is indicating an band of bad 

area outside of the Carina system. This is 

one of a very depressive falling rate kind, 

comparing to the standard etheric tissue 

that is essential for a safe travel. This 

part is congested. To meet securingly the 

destination for all the occupants and the 

craft, you must set another source for a 

round-about way. 

The weird region to avoid is a very 

young safe-reduced part of the Puppis 

constellation and some of the Canis Major 

North. These are really jungle like infested 

portions of the sky road with toxic 
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radiations and slippery holes of waiste 

that had not yet been cleaned out in their 

proper place. Actually, nobody should take 

this way to Orion. This part of the space 

was spoiled by some of low degree of 

intelligence aliens of much origins where 

jealousy and violence have raged against 

each other in the earlies 12,000,000 years 

from now. Smile! This deplorable disturbing 

situation has made neighbours aware for 

the sake of the Universe. 

Carina, Pictor and Vela constellations 

had united their spelling force seeking how 

to resolve this pleague. But they have left 

in their area of space too much unpeaceful 
ruins and fragments to be easily gracied. 

These detritus were not easy to recycle or 

eliminate. At least the banishing 

extinction has been working properly well 
and from that moment began the 

restructuration and the great cleaning. In 

these proportions, this needed 8,000,000 

years to come to this hour now, and the 

perfect reorganisation will be completed 

by the next 2,000,000 years. The picking 
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of materials takes a long time because of 

radiations and the blackening of the 

affected regions. To introduce a 

convenient light ambiance,  an immortal 
struggle is necessary, and it occurs only 

once in a written period of 4,000 years of 

civilization. By chance, there is many 

civilizations within the Carina’s, 

Pictor’s and Vela’s sytems. We also know 

that these rare struggles are making new 

lives from father to son. So this is a little 

bit of the story. 

  Okay. You consider the danger and you 

want to make a search for the right turning 

to take and to keep all along to correctly 

meet your goal. You hit the control way 

button. Then the shortest secure itinerary 

appears. Just like the CAA club! You have 

to set the magnetism amplifier source from 

Octans through Chamaeleon to Carina. 

After that it orientates the PathSource 

Switcher of the vessel from Carina to 

Pictor. The last part of the trip switching 

will lead your StarShip to good landing from 

Pictor through Columba, Lepus, and finally 
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will let you softly approach the G 

attractive sphere of your destination, 

near by one of the liveable planets of the 

Orion sytem. 

You accept the changes. Some new 

adjustments are necessary for those 

exponential numbers because a warning 

tells you that you have to change them. The 

first distance to go through requires 

exponential +26' with a short while of 

+5'45". The second +6'15", the third +32'. 

And because of this round-about way, the 

deviance led begins to flash. The computer 

asks you to adjust the deviance hours. You 

sets the starting at 9'22". After the first 

exponential +18' you adjust the deviance 

to 5'58". At this turning, the settings you 

enter are 5'45".  

You struck the save button to keep all 
the settings nous. This will be easily made 

when you will have to restore and inverse 

them within the coming back process 

program after having spread human life 

with the Word in these foreign corners of 

the space. You remember to check if the 
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amplifier is sufficiently powerful. You set 

it's efficience to ready. Now you have only 

one button to struck. Will you? YES!
 In a blasting thunder shake of your 

StarShip there is a sudden lightning of a 

shroud-like photograph like if you were the 

cover people stars of the latest LifeTime 

issue in the photographer's studio. You look 

at the stars outside. You are entering over 

the tresholds of Orion's suburbs. Take a 

look at the computer's watch. It shows only 

that you have gained 3 hours and 33 

minutes of anterior time. You take a minute 

to think about this. You think that you have 

only got younger of 3 hrs 33mn, and   ô if 

the life expansion goes well around here, 

oh, it will! Well, the returning trip will get 

you back older of 3 hrs 33 mn. There will be 

no time lost. 

You think that if you stay in Orion, you 

would arrive late nous the last TV news. 

These news will never be fresh, and you 

think that you could never be able to make 

the first front line of any new invention 

anymore. Home! Sweet home! Where there's 
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love and beauty in the perfumed garden 

candy girls and boys we take care, well, 

despiting and petrifying the hypocrits of 

exagerated moral conformism avenues 

with the live merciful of offering our 

sinners lifes to Jesus’love. This is 

everything.
Listen! There is a man in the radio 

that’s relating some travel like ours that 

was made by a group of vegetarians! He is 

saying that they have found a lifeable 

planet near by Orion. And they let down 

people over there to begin a new human 

colony. Their mission is an overwhelming 

success! All of the animals already living 

there will be protected and they will learn 

vegetarism to them in case of danger for 

some else.
How could we forget this in our trip? 

It’s a shame that we even didn’t tought 

about preserving animals in outer space! 

It’s a fact that there will never be up there 

any butcher's shops, slaughterhouses, 

fishmonger's shops, armed(equipped), 
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polices, wars, conflicts or riots. What a 

peaceful planet! !!!
If you think that you possess nothing, 

beware! Because another one possesses 

what you have made before and this you 

abandoned. And cumulatively, others 

possess what you only are deserving to 

really rejoice from, and you don't have 

because they stolen you. Others possess 

the fruits and the goods of your 

awakening, and if you say it « works" you 

are engraving your own ruin. But work is a 

punishment to humanity, so that in this 

manner and way of habits, you sell your 

good time out sweating and bearing 

responsibilities wich cut you apart of a 

helping to ease from these slaveries 

undues to support by anyone, but worth in a 

sinful reason.!!!
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Meter, Ho! Hello meet oup! hand me dollin’s 

Nobody to present to you, only me
My barbers didn’t come,
My shavers didn’t apply,
Despite all ingredients are on to lie,
On the bed where I slept tenths of thousand 

times.
Chorus:
- We supply a book for reading
- All the words must have been written
- Everyone’s cloth have been thrown out
- And be asked for a bounce once more
- With the lover shun discretion assured
When you take your pills
Something is written on the pot
If you go to bed 

And let them asleep you
While the stove is still heating
And if you can’t detect
You may cause the house get into fire
An example that may occur to yourself
Please be careful!!
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With loveGod does'nt have no more any 's'.    

With love    God is no more an opinion, or a 

thing and no more then a cause of any 

slavery.
With love    to invoke God is no more 

unuseful.
With love    I honour the ones that are dear 

to me and my parents.
With love    I obey to the doctor and keep 

myself healthy.
With love    my heart look up to the purity of 

the sky.
With love    I give him a holy working day.
With love    I am sure that life will be 

respected.
With love    the wings of your freedom will 
stay faithful.
With love    the truth will stay stronger than 

the appearances.
With love    goods of others is sacred.!
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For I give to you an universal good without 

limit:) this is love.!
With light   God completely makes his 

invitation to me.
With light   Spirit lights my heart unto love.
With light   my prayer enters  in God 

consciousness.
With light   my body is clothing, like the 

lampshade.
With light   if we pray, we can do good each 

day.
With light   I admire all what is life, and I 
thank the Creator for it.
With light   that what is hidden comes to be 

known.
With light   I can't quit the path and be lost.!
For I have from you joy of friendship that 

remakes my soul to be new.!
With peace God's will reigns within us.
With peace we have only God to be our 

father.
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With peace we take care to avoid hurts with 

anyone, specially with God.
With peace we owe the truth to be 

overtalken.
With peace we lie in respect and virtue.!
Wash your soul
And dry your brain
For your tears are below
Into the phreatic sea 

Way down of your cemeteries pains
Our bread noise about the sandwiches
Our salad cries melted in dead ham and 

assassinated chicken
Our soup desperate in wrong definitions of 

broth
Your favourite ingredients are death 

corpses
You are convinced of the end of your life
Soon you will get reason about it
All your prophecies are obsessively 

contained in a great closed terminator 

zero
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All your faith and beliefs are grounded 

victims from wich you pollute the Earth all 
around
Are you damned now urged to die?!

The english corner!
If you want and desire to an open future
Open the letters you write
If you want and desire to indicate the world 

where heaven and skies are
Turn up to a submittee of your characters 

in order to understand
If you want and desire from the bottom of 

your heart
To protect yourself and others from death
Just say you're allergic to it.
My name is Laurel Shüner, I’ve been 

searching, researching, receiving. For 

the truth wherever it may be should be bet 

found to do too
I’ve been diving into the seas; I’ve been 

running down in disease. Crushing across 

the snow-way; Well bit by the rain
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Cooking the rice and have "envie d'rire". 

Cope I got my hope; Blessed I be in the sons 

you gave to me. Until I climbed up the 

mountain to the mouth of Noah. Where I got 

the conscious power upon myself, without 

fear, and groupies,
And it ease very tough / to stick and step 

out the Orchs
My mouth issue my hives like the laws has 

been dislected
My words has in flowers love for my sons' 
ones
A.D's abused I fell tall upon the floor for 

two extreme times
my head wounded. This was not the end of 

the world
And I dreamed my wife all in an Isle, God
Before I continue and live it in, and us, 

with you
Just preparing having two hands doing the 

best l and is to be like the bee under the 

Greatness of Thee
And the worst is vanished to nothing
And it disappears forever
Because the children shout to God’s ears
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The joy wishes, for tomorrow, and 

tomorrow.!
Poor Straight Poor!

Wish you want us on a sunday
Full of the orchestrated air
Full in the sun, fully in the country
Where it smells fresh fruit
Food for the poor
Food for the people
There is at day more
Like an eagle eager to preserve
The natives and the strangers
There is many nations divided
One where life is sacred
The other wants to kill
When they will ever 

Get out of jail
What they want is what they are
The nations are divided
Half wants life
The other wants murder
When will they ever be united
Who knows
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Who wants
My mind is wandering around
Please tell me
Who will piss us what strenght we want?
When I was young I tried to explain myself 

When I got older I've been into ruin for long
How much alchools I drank to forget
The bleeding of humanity will it set
To command such an inconscious goal?
Why are you united if half of you disagree
To the seventh commandment of the Life
That is not to kill
Oh, will you,
Won't you
Learn the moment of dirt in clear
Words are forest to indicate the higher
Pray for the poor
Pray for the loosen
Pray for all children that have one loosen
Pray for all animals
Their father, their brother or sister, Oh!
Pray! Straight for the Poor.
Well you see what I’d like to be
Not a liar but a sender
For the still true love that is pure in my soul
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Behaviour formula!
Please answer fully perfectly and 

harmlessly your soul with true marvellous 

testimonies of your life to the following 

sentences :
1. What about the good and the well
2. What about the true and your 

heart
3. What about the joy and your 

friends
4. As soon as since you had to deal 

with difficulties, how did you 

learnt to resolve them into 

solutions
5. What about your bright ideas and 

those darker!!!!!!!!
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Pass the night, One of the passed,
Into the little bed, Took my partner,
Talked my life, The half-night, 

We got asleep, Glued us the i, So goes us 

the life,
Suits killed, Down at the foot of the bed,
Shaded carresses, Feed heals under 

shelters,
Like teens of Hail Mary Geyser I serve,
I press the spine, Checker board of the 

days,
Pass his turn, A tower that watches,
For avoiding the brawl, A gentle fox,
Horses at the air, Lovings, by hundred,
This is not enough, More softness, 

Tenderness plus more God I adore you a lot   

Dieu je t'aime beaucoup
Play your road nous drumstick for stop
The nectarine, Lighthouses of remember,
Far away, storm saying wolcoming,
wolcoming, wolcoming, 

Bleeding over woundings, the cheeks of 

her,
white tears, child of ours,
Road in stack, Body alive.
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 The first row of the scriptures that the 

One gave to man upon the stone was written 

with the head upside down because he was 

floating in the air. The second row was the 

negative view
Of the first, according to human state 

of knowledge. It was fully lighten like a 

photograph film, because the human was 

more able to understand under his 

barbarian way of living. Now, we are 

hearing about ghostly germs. Suicidal 
commandos against too proud towers, they 

think. The bad had corrupted your TV sets. 

Men talking pink for pinky duties; not too 

hard would you say... What that they’re 

doing does’nt deserve the   ° word “work”. 

They are attempting to humanity’s hope for 

life. They look like loving children, but 

they are afraid of the responsabilities it 

carries with: tough and sweating work. 

They had destroyed for themselves the 

natural attraction between man and 
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woman. Their guiltyness is plotting a riot 

to do the same over all mankind.!
This is unaffordable for the most part 

of the people to look forward in further 

economic prices for either hydrogen or 

electric powered vehicles now.
As well as prices dear Fleshes for 

meat, fish, hunting and eggs.
Cows are killed and badly treaten in 

many farms. Goats and sheeps too. Take 

care and protect all crustacees because 

they are cleaning the seas properly. We 

need also all insects, all of animal mobile 

and static living, all of them alive, and all 
of us alive! Will it take long to understand 

that you need to work just because that 

you are punished. And you are punished 

just because you were eating meats. That 

was your punishment and the final issue, if 

you are obstinated and if you go on this 

way, is your death. This is justice for the 

castigation of the animals and their foetus 

eggs (the birds) you have eaten.
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Move! Soon! Right now! Take your 

decision. Vegan’s life is waiting for you. 

Don't kill any animal. And you will be 

granted.!
 Narra-Poem!

Boot for a close-up
Straight from the trail up tight
Strenght to open our arms and embrace us
For only touches are energy of the invisible 

one love undivisible
Due Burrough, cherry’s head of tooly bird 

unseen
Jesus’ smile, you’re the Just
Joy of Man Desiring
For a man while he is accepting his precious 

gift:
Just to live, what he needs to
And how old? Does’nt aware at all.
This is life, for me like for three other 

hours
Knowing that we surely are ignoring
With full consciousness if we may be still 
be in a life of that sort,
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Tomorrow, of that kind or for another 

“together” and for how long.
nous so more signs of abundance we may 

count,
nous each day, once at a    +time,
There is a only hollow sun that brights
And there is nous somewhere your unique 

wink ;-)
Tell us to go and read the purpose of 

anything 

anywhere it may be indicated in.
And so nous. 

But don’t get too far 

Because you risk to come back to heat nous 

the other side.
The world is round, you know...!
I would really love to have fun
Here in my apartmeant
Listening to melodies on the TV Galaxy's
Cooking with my imaginary friend
Recipes that never existed before
Drinking strong drinks time to time
Laughing to that great sunshine through 

the windows
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I would really like having great pleasure
Here in my dwelling
Lying on the sofa
Or playing a great suite at guitar
Feeling all my friends are around me
Talking of all and nothing
And about the babies to come...!
I would really appreciate shaking hands
Here in my room
Typing my solitude off the keyboard
While I'm still of an alert mind
And with healthy body
Rendering useful services to anyone
And helping goodness sake
Within the hearts of everyone!
I would really love to make you happy
This isn't only in what I'm saying
Not only in my apartmeant
Not only on my sofa
Not only in my dwelling and in my room
But everywhere your freedom leads you out
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I just hope now a splendid new year along 

for you
Not only, not only for you, <3 AMÉN!!

Submitting and opening 

numbers and letters

Do you often think about your 

future? Did you simply realize that you 

may start like NASA’s rockets start upon a 

zero countdown clock basis... But nothing 

exists at any zero count! Just like you got 

nothing in your hands, nothing in a bank 

account. Are you ready now to see and get 

an opened future for always?
Once upon a time we were told that a 

giant snake have probably eaten some eggs 

near his vicinity. The accumulated feces 

make a blending with his preferred fruit he 

was feeding with elsewhen. this fruit was 

figs from the fig tree. 
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This produced seeds genetically 

modified with the eggs digested and 

disgusting kills or murders of saurians as 

well as birds eggs. And the flowers of the 

fig tree begun to hermetize themselves. 

This caused a real trap for the little 

pollinisators like the blastophagus flies 

whom was drown inside after pollinisation 

and his poor body was rotten.
Twice upon a time, a Giant told the 

little humans to avoid touching this fig 

tree and it’s false fruit. But they were 

turbulent and they disobeyed. Thrice upon 

a time, mankind began to kill animals for 

wearing their skins. Fource upon a time, 

mankind decided to not interrupt eating 

rotten corpses of animals. Fifce upon a 

time, mankind pursued murderings by 

killing themselves.
Do you have enough proofs for 

choosing personnaly your new 100% vege 

diet forever? Now I will show you the 

convincing tools in order to make your 

decision definitely.
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0_I’m a broken zero, like an open 

shell, like a radar orbe I hear the 

scriptures and I let go freely the birds, the 

fishes, the bugs and all animals and 

humans lifes.
0_I’m like a last quarter of the 

moon and each month I recall you to 

nature’s width.
0_As you can never see a sphere 

all around at the same point of view at the 

same time, you can never see me closed, 

circled and shut.
0_ I’m like a parenthesis ending 

the tenths, hundredths, thousandths and 

much millionths more.
0_ But I’m not the starting point.
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9_ We are the 

opened numbers wich never will cause you 

any closure. Look at what you see.!
A_I am the new scripture. I got no 

skirt on both legs of my first occidental 
latin alphabetic letter. I am the naked 

sound written before your face but for 

your profile hearing ears. I am the true 
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angle width waving without enclosure. I am 

the opening of the always opened A and a 

and à and â and ä and á.
B_I am and I have to be the forever 

opened birth of bees and bulls and the 

modeling of the bubbles too. I am the 

opening of the always opened B and b.
C_I have passed on the C and c like 

these first quarters of the moon. The job 

was already done and ç!
D_I am the opening of the forever 

opened D and d.
E_I am the opening of the always 

opened e and è and é and ê and ë.
F_I am the amnestying of the 

always free f from bad strucks and bad 

signs of crosses death-like.
G_I am the opening of the forever 

opened and raised g and I spin like a 

galaxy.
H_I am the forgiving of the 

forgived H and h.
I_I am the uniting of the always 

united I and i and Î and î and Ï and ï andÌ 
and ì.
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J_I am the uniting and the raising 

of the forever united and raised J and j.
K L M N_I am the forgiving of the 

previous opened and forgived K and k and L 

and l and M and m and N and n.
Now, go back to the zero, and read 

again once more to make sure your eyes 

can make your thoughts speak openly.
O_ I am the profiled mouth of the 

sound spoken. I am your left hand ear. I am 

your right side to return above. I am the 

opened o and ô.
P_ I am the opened p. I can’t get 

irascible consequences because I do not 

lock your mind inside of me.
Q_ I am the opened q. I got no 

hermeticism.
R_ I am the opened r. I do not lock 

the air.
S_ I am the already opened s that 

you knew.
T_ I am the submittee upon the 

land, the grass growth on the soil. I am the 

first energy of life going upward and 
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forward. I am a ray of a star when you are 

on it on the same ground.
U_ I am you and you see you are 

open-minded too with û and ù and ü.
V_ I am the old sign for 5. I am the 

sign of peace and love and victory.
W_ I am a sort of 3 lying on it’s 

back.
X_ I am the soft extra and non-

strucked kiss.
Y_ I am the middle of the eyes.
Z_ I am the zoological wide nature.!
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